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ABSTRACT

Anewtypeofphase-lockedlaserdiodeinterferometerwhichusesself-mixinginterferenceintheopticalsystemis

described.Theself-mixinginterferencesignalisobtainedeasilybytheopticalfeedbackorfeedingbacklaserbeamfromthe

objecttothelaserdiode(LD).TheinterferencesignalcanbedetectedbyaphotodiodewhichisinthepackageoftheLD.

Therefore,abeamsplitter,referencemirrorandexternalphotodetectorarenotrequired,andakindofinterferencesignalis

obtainedbyasimpleopticalsystem.Butthesignalisnotassameasthat,whichisobtainedinaconvemionalinterferometer.

Weusedthephase-lockedtechniquetomeasurethephasechangeintheself-mixinginterferencesignal.Thistechniqueenables

ustodetectthedisplacementofanobject.Wedescribeourprinciple,experimentalsetup,andexperimentalresults.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Self-mixinge飽ctorexterna一optical缶edbackwithalaserdiode(LD)hasbeeninvestigatedtheoreticallyM)dthrespect

tospectralchange.Withasimplyconstructedopticalsystem,theself-mixinge庁ectisappliedtomanykindsofmeasurement

systems,suchasdisplacementsensor5^spectralhewidthreduction6*andbroadening7*,Dopplervelocimeters,andrange

丘nders.Thesignalobtainedbytheself-mixinge恥ctisakindofinterferencesignal*anditiscalledself-mixing

interference(SMI)signal.Thissignalcanbeobtainedby缶edingbackthelaserbeam斤omtheobjecttotheLD.The

photodiodewhichisinthepackageoftheLDcanbeusedasaphotodetector.Sincethebeamsplitter,referencemirror,and

externalphotodetectorarenotrequired,theopticalsystemisverysimplecomparedwiththeconventionalinterferometer.The

SMIsignal,however,iscompletelydifferentfromthesignalthatisobtainedinaconventionalinterferometer.Thatis,itshows

asawtooh-likesignalwhentheLDisdirectlymodulatedorthehaseofreturninglaserb飽mischangedbythedisplacementof

theobject.WhenwemeasuredisplacementusingtheSMI,w.ュvetodetectthephasechange丘omthesawto>・・こh-likesignal.

Therefore,computeraidedconventionalsignalprocessingmustbemodified,ifweusetheSMIsignalinsteadofthe

conventionalone.

Inthispaper,weproposethephase-lockedtypeofself-mixinginterferometer,inwhichthephasechangecausedbythe

displacementoftheobjectisdetectedbythePLLDinterferometry14'}.Thephaseisnotdetectedbynumericalcalculation,but

byfeedbackcontrolinthePLLDinterferometry.So,specialsignalprocessingisnotneededandtheopticalsystemisvery
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simple compared with the conventional PLLD interferometer. Construction of the self-mixing interferometer, principle of the

generation of the SMI signal, and brief explanation of the PLLD interferometry are described in the next section. The

experimental setup, experimental results and discussion are given in Sees. 3 and 4.

2. PRINCIPLE

The configuration of the self-mixing interferometer is shown in Fig. 1. The optical system consists of laser diode LD, lens

(L), neutral-density (ND) filter, and object mirror (M) mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT). The length between exit

face of the LD and the M is Do. The interference signal detected by the photodetector (PD) in the LD package is processed

with the signal processing circuit (SPC) and it generates control current lc(t) for the phase-lock. Injection current of the LD

consists of dc bias current Iq, triangular modulating current ^(t), and control current ^(t). They are mixed in the laser

modulator LM and injected into the LD. The lo determines the central wavelength入。. Wavelength of the LD is varied slightly

around the Xq by the Im(t) and Ic(t). The Ira(t) gives phase modulation to the SMI signal and the Ic(t) locks the phase of the
′

SMI signal to the desired value by changing the LD s wavelength.

The SMI effect occurs when the optical system consists of the LD and the mirror M in Fig. 1. It is explained by a model

ofextemal-cavity laser diodel　} that is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The external mirror whose amplitude reflectivity is r3 is

coupled to the LD in Fig. 2(a). The reflectivities on both edges of the LD are r, and r2, respectively. The equivalent system is

shown in Fig. 2(b), with a mirror whose effective reflectivity is

Ro=

iSE

where

r2 - r3 exp(iαo)

トr2r3 exp(iaO)

471Dr

ho

In this case, the threshold current J^ of the LD showm in Fig. 2(b) is represented by

・Ah-nYi+去uIR。J

ME

(I)

(2)

(3)

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
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by using the effective reflectivity Ro, where r¥ is a constant determined by the gain medium and its size, yi is an internal loss

coe氏cient, and L is a cavity length of the LD. Output power P。 of the LD varies with the injection current J which is larger

than theJ&, and it is given by

po-*¥孟-1.　　　　　　(4)

where k is a constant which can be easily determined experimentally. Equation (2) shows that the phase αo varies with the

distance Do or the wavelength Xq. Therefore, when the Do varies with the displacement of the mirror, or the入o varies with the

LD s injection current, the threshold current JA changes according to Eqs. ( 1) through (3). Consequently, the displacement of

the mirror is reflected in a change of the optical output Po. Although the mechanism of the change of the Po is obviously

different from that in the conventional interference signal, P。 can be controlled by adjusting the phase olq in Eq. (2). We can.

therefore, use the conventional PLLD interferometry to measure the displacement.

When the mirror M vibrates with the amplitude ofd(t), the phase shown in Eq. (2) varies. It is given by

・d(t) -票[DO + d(t)】　　　　　(5)

In the PLLD interferometry, we compensate the deviated phase shown in Eq. (5) to be the initial phase αo by changing the

wavelength of the LD. The compensation is made by the electrical触back control on the LD's injection current. Then, the

relationship

47【

九o+九:(0
[Do +d(t)]--^Do

is realized automatically, where

九c(t) = βIe(t)
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(6)

(7)
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(b)

Fig. 2. Schematic explanation of(a) external-cavity laser diode and (b) its equivalent system.
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is a compensating wavelength determined by the modulation efficiency β of the LD and the feedback control current I^t).

From Eqs. (6) and (7), the displacement of the mi汀or is given by

d(t) = -0-pic(t).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(8)

The displacement is proportional to the control currentし(t). Therefore, we can measure the displacement by observing IL.(t)

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The central wavelength Xq, maximum output power, and modulation

e氏ciency β of the LD are 785 nm, 50 mW, and 2.0×10 - nm/mA, respectively. The distance D。 was 300 mm. The intensity

ratio between the feedback light丘om the M and the output light of the LD was 5.6%. The PZT's displacement amplitude

versus appl〆ng voltage was 39.3 nr〟V, which was calibrated with the another interferometer. The triangular modulating

current whose amplitude and斤equency are 1 mA and 1 kHz, respectively, is used.
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Fig. 4. Schematic of feedback signal.
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The block diagram of the SPC is shown in Fig. 3.

The signal l,(t) detected by the PD contains not only the

SMI signal but also useless components, the dc

component and the modulating component. These

useless signals are removed at the front part of the SPC

by the differential amplifiers to extract the SMI signal

1.5　　　9 0　S(t). The S(t) isト・assed to the sample-and-hold circuit

(S/H) and a low-pass一別ter (LPF) whose cut-o打

0.5　　　　　LO

Time [ms】

(b)

frequency is 100 Hz. Then the feedback signal F(t) is

generated. The sampling pulse generator (SPG) dehes

the sampling time. The F(t) is compared with a constant

reference signal ro in the differential ampli丘er and the

error signal e(t) is fed into the proportional-integral (PI)

controller. The signal lout is the output of the integrator.

We actually observe this signal instead of the control

1-5　　　2.0 current Ic(t) to detect the displacement, because the

0.0　　　　　0.5
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output of the P-controller becomes zero when the

compensation is made completely. The proportional

gain Kp and the integral time Tr of the Pl-contro一ler can

be easily varied by adjusting the variable resistors.

Figure 4　¥ows schematically how to make the

鮎dback signal. The　姐汀Ipling pulse is generated

synchronously with the ^(t) in the SPG. The S/H

samples the S(t) each period of Im(t) and holds it

20　through next sampling point. If the mi汀or does not

vibrate, the S(t) is sampled at the same phase and the

0.0　　　　　0.5 1.0

Time 【ms】

(d)

1.5　　　　　2.0

Fig. 5. Im(t) and interference signals.

held signal Sh(t) is temporally constant. On the other

hand, if the minor vibrates, the phase of the S(t)

changes and the Sh(t) becomes step-shaped as shown in

Fig. 4(b). The LPF shown in Fig. 3 removes higher

斤equency components斤om the step-shaped Sh(t).



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

First, the SMI signal and the conventional interference signal were observed without vibrating the mirror. The results are

shown in Fig. 5. The trace shown in Fig. 5(a) is the triangular modulating current ^(t). Figure 5(b) and (c) show the shapes of

the original SMl signal and the extracted ShH signal, respectively. They are corresponding to the signals Sm(t) and S(t) in Fig.

3, respectively. The Sm(t) has been eliminated the dc component, but it still contains the modulating component. So it shows

2.0

> i.0
1　　　　　　　　　　　-

V

欝0.0
-

o

-1.0

-2.0

triangular change in response to the lm(t). The shape

of the S(t) shows a sawtoothlike change. It is

obviously different斤om that of the conventional

interference signal shown in Fig. 5(d). The

conventional one is obtained by the Twyman-Green

interferometer whose optical path difference is as

same as that inFig. 1.

1.5　　　　2.0 Next, we observed the S(t) under the feedback
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Fig. 6. SMI signal with feedback control.

control or the phase-lock, without vibrating the

mirror. The proportional gain Kp and the integral time

T, of the PI controller were 0.87　and　2.7　ms,

respectively. The result is shown in Fig. 6,

corresponding to Fig. 4. Figure 6(a) and (b) are the

Im(t) and the sampling pulse SP, respectively. The SP

is generated for each period of Im(t). The phase-

locked S(t) shown in Fig. 6(c) is distinctive compared

with that shown in Fig. 5(c) obtained without

feedback control. That is, 1) the external disturbance

in the S(t) is eliminated by the effect of the feedback

control and 2) the location of the steepest positive

slopes in the S(t) correspond with the location of the

sampling pulse SP, because the feedback loop

becomes the most stable at the point where the loop

gain is maximum. These features show that the

伝edback control works well and phase-lock is

achieved in the self-mixing interferometer.

Finally, we measured the sinusoidal vibration of

the mi汀or. The result is shown in Fig. 7. The PZTs

driving signal is shown in Fig. 7(a). The frequency of

the vibration is 100 Hz. The control current Ut)

observed in the self-mixing interferometer is shown in
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Fig. 7(b). The Kp and T, of the PI controller were 1.57 and 1 ms, respectively. It shows a phase delay and a little deviation

斤om the sinusoidal signal shown in Fig. 7(a), but it imitates the vibration very well.

Although we calculated the vibration amplitude by using Eq. (8) and the result shovm in Fig. 7(b), it was smaller than

expected. Since the displacement of the mirror was not a step-change but sinusoidal, it is considered that the control system

could not completely compensate the phase change induced by the mirror's vibration. The phase delay and the deviation are

caused by the delay of the response of the integrator and the external disturbance, respectively. It is expected that the problems

mentioned above will be improved by adjusting the control parameters Kp and T, of the Pi-controller appropriately.
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Fig. 7. Vibration measured with SMI signal.

5. CONCLUSION

We have proposed and demonstrated a phase-locked laser diode interferometer which uses the self-mixing effect in the

LD. Since it requires no beam splitter, no reference mirror, and no external photodetectors, the optical system is very simple.

The SMI signal is quite different丘om that obtained in the conventional interferometer, but we have shown that the phase of

the SMI si野山C孤be compensated by controlling the wavelength of the LD and that PLLD interferometry is applicable.
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